IFS UNSCRAMBLER
MODEL TT-45U
UTILITIES: 5A @ 120VAC

IFS OVERFLOW FILLER
MODEL: FOFL6
PUMP: 100 GPM CENTRIFUGAL
UTILITIES: 220VAC 1PH @ 15A,
80 PSI @ 5 CFM

IFS CONVEYER SANITARY
(INDEXING)
20FT (LF880-7.5 CHAIN)
UTILITIES: 8A @ 120VAC

IFS CAPPER NT W/CAPPER BULK
SORTER
W/ DOUBLE BELT BOTTLE SPACER
MODEL: IFS-ILC
UTILITIES: 110VAC @ 15A
80 PSI @ 30 CFM

ENERCON SUPER SEAL 75
UTILITIES: 240VAC, 1 PHASE

VIDEOJET 1210
INK JET CODER

IFS CONVEYER SANITARY
16FT (LF880-7.5 CHAIN)
UTILITIES: 8A @ 120VAC

IFS LABELER AUTOMATIC
WRAP LABELER WITH
TOP HOLD DOWN BELT
UTILITIES: 20A @ 120VAC

TT45AC ECONO
MODEL TT-45AC TABLE
UTILITIES: 6A @ 120VAC

SEMI AUTO CASE TAPER

CEILING HEIGHT TO BE 12 FEET UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.
PLEASE SPECIFY:

CONTACT #: 113228
COMPANY: Agro Chemicals & Fertilizers

CONVEYOR LINE
HEIGHT: 38 +/-2"